Installation Instructions for new type lift motor, 120588, on Electric Tractor EGT 120 - Lots LT 3 and 7 and EGT 150 - Lots LT 4 and 8

The new lift motor will be marked by a stripe of hibbert paint - if Electric Tractor has the new lift motor, do not replace. Return lift motor to your local Region.

1. Unplug the lift motor connector from the tractor chassis harness connector. Remove nylon tie from harness.
2. Remove lift frame "A" assembly from tractor.
3. Loosen, but Do Not Remove the two long 1/4-20 machine bolts "B" through the lift brackets that hold the lift motor in place.
4. Remove lift motor from unit.
5. Install new motor. CAUTION be sure the motor gear "C" is fully engaged with the lift gear and the motor shaft is in the bushing before tightening mounting bolts "B".
7. Plug motor connector to tractor harness connector and replace nylon tie, removed in Step 1.
8. Test lift motor for proper operation in both raise and lower position.

Place old lift motor into box and return to your local Region.